LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

as at 31st. October, 1970.

This list shows the monographs, occasional papers, fact papers, books, reports on applied research, and unpublished theses produced by members of the Institute. It lists the material according to whether it is freely available, or for restricted circulation only, or currently out of print. In the latter case, copies may be borrowed from the Institute on an inter-library loan basis, or microfilm copies ordered.

Where applicable the current prices for publications are shown in Rands in brackets. This list replaces earlier price lists.

Except in the case of material listed as published by outside publishers, orders should be addressed to:

The Director,
Institute for Social Research,
University of Natal,
King George V Avenue,
Durban, South Africa.
MONOGRAPH SERIES.

The Monograph Series of the Institute covers longer monographic studies in the area of basic research. (Shorter studies are classed as Occasional Papers, pages 5-6.)

Unless otherwise stated, the monographs are mimeographed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monograph No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sections: General Introduction - The Problems Investigated, the Nature of Present Studies, School Accommodation the basic problem, Methodology in the Social Sciences, Indian Educational Aims, and Difficulties and Advantages in Indian Educational Research; Project 1: An Investigation into Mental Efficiency in an Indian Afternoon School - Review of previous Studies, Experimental Design, Results, Conclusion, Discussion and Abstract; Project 2: An Investigation into the Performance of Indian Standard Six Students in Intelligence and Scholastic Tests in Relation to their Bilinguality and Efficiency in English - The Problem, Review of Previous Literature, the Present Research, Results, Discussion and Abstract;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monograph No.</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. (Continued)</td>
<td><strong>Sections:</strong> Project 3: An Investigation into the Performance of Indian Children in Intelligence and Scholastic Tests in relation to delayed entrance into School - The Problem, Hypotheses, Review of previous Studies, the Present Research, Results, Discussion and Abstract.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Chapters:** Introduction; 1. A Review of Development in Swaziland; 2. The Physical Environment; 3. Human and Economic Factors influencing the
Monograph No. 5. (Continued)


Chapters: Introduction; 1. The Physical and Economic Environment; 2. The Development of the Swazi State - I;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monograph No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Occasional Papers cover short scientific papers, technical notes, brief proceedings of seminars or lectures, and addresses likely to be of a wider interest. Unless otherwise stated, they are lithographed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occasional Paper No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>NAIDOO, N. (1957): The Clifffdale Indian Community. (Mimeographed) 56 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>RAMPHAL, C. (1959): An Investigation into Mental Efficiency in an Indian Afternoon School: A Study in Educational Psychology. (Mimeographed) 66 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>BREESE, G. (1964): Urbanization in Old and New Countries. Proceedings of a Series of Lectures. 58 pp. (R0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasional Paper No.</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>SCHLEMMER, L. and N. LAMOND (1968): <em>A Theoretical Approach to the Study of the Hospital as a Social Organisation</em>. 43 pp. (R0.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACT PAPER SERIES.

This series deals with short papers presenting facts from research which seem of sufficient interest to warrant publication on their own. The papers are lithographed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fact Paper No.</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
BOOKS ON RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN AT THE INSTITUTE.

(Obtainable direct from the publishers concerned).


REPORTS ON APPLIED RESEARCH, FREELY AVAILABLE.

The following are Research Reports, arising out of sponsored applied research projects, which are freely available. Unless otherwise stated, the reports are mimeographed.

SCHLEMMER, L., H.L. WATTS, and E. HIGGINS (1968): 
Trends in Growth, Space Requirements and the Location of Retail and Personal Service Establishments in Metropolitan Durban. 
306 pp. (R3.50)


SCHLEMMER, L. (1968): The Spatial Distribution of the Present and Future Working Population of Metropolitan Durban. 405 pp. (R4.50)

Chapters: 6. Estimated Distribution of Employment - 1980; 7. Brief Evaluation and Discussion of the Results; Schedules presenting Detailed Results according to Traffic Zones and Supplementary Data; Appendices.


Sections: 1. Introduction; 2. Growth in the number of White Students at the University of Natal, 1910 - 1965; 3. Sex of White Students; 4. The Enrolment of Students by Faculties, 1955 - 1965; 5. The Regions from which White Students are drawn; 6. Factors affecting the number of Students entering University; 7. Method adopted for estimating the future number of White Students; 8. Predicted number of White Students at the University of Natal, until 1975; 9. A rough prediction of future numbers of Students by Faculty; 10. The Problem of Predicting the number of Students per Course; 11. Recommendations and Suggestions for future Research; 12. Postscript.


Chapters: 1. Introduction; 2. Assumptions, Methods and Decisions; 3. Estimates of the Present and Future Population of the Durban Metropolitan Region; Appendices.


Chapters: Introduction; 1. Distribution of the Bantu Population within the Durban Metropolitan Region; 2. Fertility and Mortality Characteristics of the Bantu in the Durban Metropolitan Region; 3. The Age and Sex Structure of the Bantu Population of the Durban Metropolitan Region;
CONFIDENTIAL APPLIED RESEARCH REPORTS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE FOR RESTRICTED CIRCULATION ONLY.

The following are sponsored reports, of a confidential nature. However, under certain conditions the sponsors may agree to a report being made available to research or academic institutions, for research or instructional purposes. Applications, which are considered on their merits, should be addressed to the Director in the first instance. Unless otherwise stated the reports are mimeographed.


SCHLEMMER, L. (1965): Report No. 2 for above study of The Public Image of the South African Industry. (This report deals with the major findings of the survey). 205 pp. (R3.50)

SCHLEMMER, L. (1965): Executive Summary of Report No. 2 above. 26 pp. (R0.75)

SCHLEMMER, L. (1966): The Public Image of the South African Industry: Report No. 3 'The Attitudes of High School Children towards the Industry'. 93 pp. (R2.00)
SCHLEMMER, L. (1966): The Image of ....... and the ....... Industry in Greater Durban: An Orientation Study amongst Europeans in the Durban - Pinetown Region. 64 pp. plus Appendices including 53 Tables. (R1.00) Note - This Report on an Image Study relates to a different Industry from the previous reports listed above.


UNPUBLISHED THESIS.

The following are unpublished Theses, prepared by Research Fellows of the Institute. These are mimeographed. They may be borrowed either on inter-library loan, or if so desired, a microfilm of the thesis can be prepared at the expense of the person or institution interested.


GENERAL PUBLICATIONS.

These are all lithographed.

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH (1968): Natal North Coast: An Excursion Handbook of the 'Focus on Cities' Conference. 28 pp. (R0.50)

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH (1968): The City of Durban: An Excursion Handbook of the 'Focus on Cities' Conference. 37 pp. (R0.50)

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH (1968): A Bantu Homeland: An Excursion Handbook of the 'Focus on Cities' Conference. 57 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)

WATTS, H.L. (Ed.) (Forthcoming): Focus on Cities: Proceedings of a Conference on Urbanisation and Urban Problems, held at the University of Natal, July, 1968. Approx. 600 pp. (Price to be fixed - about R4.50)
Annual Reports of the Institute for Social Research are obtainable free of charge.

ANNUAL REPORT for 1958-1959, 31 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)
ANNUAL REPORT for 1965, 83 pp.
ANNUAL REPORT for 1966, 80 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)
ANNUAL REPORT for 1967, 78 pp. (OUT OF PRINT)
ANNUAL REPORT for 1968, 60 pp.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution – NonCommercial - NoDerivs 3.0 License.

To view a copy of the license please see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/